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ABSTRACT

VISCODAMPERS from GERB, Germany, are now widely used as reliable shock
restraints against earthguake and other shock effects for the most
important safety-related pipelines and components in several Czech and
Slovak nuclear power plants. Having many technical advantages they are, at
the same time, relatively inexpensive in comparison to conventionally used
snubbers. Their properties are briefly described and several practical
applications are explained in this paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

Piping systems in power plants are usually very flexible. They may be
excited by various dynamic forces from inside or outside during normal
operation, as well as in emergency cases. These undesirable loads are due
to a variety of phenomena, such as earthquakes, valve actuations, pressure
pulses, and general operational vibrations. In general applications and
especially in nuclear power plants, the safety-related piping systems and
some other components must be restrained in such a way as to minimize their
rapid dynamic displacements without any marked resistance to slow heat
expansion. Typical shock restraints used for these purposes have been for
years mechanical and hydraulic snubbers that lock up at a certain velocity
or acceleration, acting at that moment as a quasi-rigid support.

The snubbers are one-directional elements, while piping motions are often
multi-directional, so several snubbers are usually required to minimize
undesirable spatial motions. In short, hot piping systems and their
components in nuclear power plants need a number of these special devices
111. Significant nonlinearities due to force-deflection hysteresis and due
to gaps caused by bolted and pinned connections make the mechanical and
mathematical idealization of a snubber in addition quite a complex problem.

About 20 years ago GERB, Germany, developed new elements called pipework
dampers (Fig. 1) based on decades of experience with similar viscous
dampers for vibration isolation of machines and equipment. By introducing
high additional damping into the supported system, its response to dynamic
excitation is dramatically reduced. The basic priciple behind this damping
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is to transfer vibrational energy in the system into heat by moving the
damper piston (Fig. 2) through a highly viscous liquid in the damper base.
The damping effect starts without delay when vibrations are excited.
Viscous dampers react without clearance, time delay or minimum response
displacement. They do not require any maintenance, as they are simple 111.

Although the application of the GERB viscous dampers to piping systems and
their components is relatively new, the viscous dampers are not. They have
been in continuous operation in vibration isolation systems for various
machines for more than 40 years with no apparent degradation or loss of
their efficiency. The first GERB pipework dampers, type RRD, have been used
since 1970. The new more advanced type, VES, has the certificate of the
German Technical Authority (TUV) for using them as standard components in
nuclear power plants (TUV test number T08-84/01, Rev. 2 from August 1992).
The VES dampers comply with requirements of the German Nuclear Engineering
Committee (KTA), particularly with those presented in the KTA guideline
3205.03.

2. DESCRIPTION OF VISCODAMPERS

The typical GERB pipework viscous damper shown in Fig. 2 consists of the
outer box, piston, special viscous liquid, protective sleeve and a simple
indicator of the piston position. There are no seals, guides or other parts
that have to be adjusted. The piston dipping into the damping liquid is
movable in all directions and its displacements are limited only by the
outer box, the volume and shape of which may be adapted according to
special requirements.

Standard GERB pipework dampers are available for certain operating
temperatures that represent the upper temperature limits, for which the
specified dynamic characteristics of the elements are at least reached.
Lower temperatures will always lead to higher damping values. In spite of
this positive effect, the temperature in the liquid should not drop more
than 20% below the specified operating temperature. At higher temperatures
the damping efficiency will drop, but this does not mean that the damper is
damaged. When the temperature of the viscous liquid inside the pipework
damper returns to the operating temperature or to lower values, the
pipework damper will also regain its specified characteristics. Because of
the low thermal conductivity it takes hours of higher ambient temperatures
before the temperature is increased inside the liquid, which means the
pipework damper will always respond to dynamic loads with its normal
reactions as long as the time of increased temperature is limited. On the
other hand, it also takes an amount of time before the temperature drops
inside the pipework damper.

If a temperature range of 20°C cannot be guaranteed, pipework dampers with
temperature-independent viscous liquids are available, but their absolute
damping efficiency is slightly lower and they are more expensive. Table 1
shows the temperature range in which temperature-dependent pipework dampers
specified for certain operating temperatures may be used and the range for
which temperature-independent pipework dampers may be used without
temperature range limitations.

The viscous liquid is resistant to atmospheric moisture, solvent vapours
and steam. Its aggregates do not react with atmospheric oxygen and do not
evaporate easily. Only major ingress of water, oil or other liquids has to
be avoided under all circumstances. The viscous liquid is also noncorrosive
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to the materials with which it comes in contact, and it is nontoxic. The
following radiation doses are permissible for the GERB pipework dampers:

for all metallic parts 1(T J/kg
for all non-metallic parts l(r J/kg
for damping liquid 105 J/kg

The damping force is caused by the piston shearing the damper liquid. It is
proportional to the relative velocity between the piston and the outer box,
i.e.

F = c(f).v (1)

where c(f) is the frequency-dependent damping resistance (Fig. 3) and v is
the velocity. When using the pseudo-stiffness of the damper,

k(f) = 2/Tf.c(f)

the damping force can be also written as

F = k(f).y (3)

where y is the correspodning dynamic displacement. Numerical values of the
both functions c(f) and k(f) can be taken from GERB data sheets 111, based
on actual frequency of excitation and ambient temperature conditions in the
surroundings.

3. MAIN BENEFITS OF GERB PIPEWORK DAMPERS AND THEIR INSTALLATION

The main benefits of GERB pipework dampers are:

(a) Small damping forces in case of slow motions, for example during heat
dilatations.

(b) Reaction without clearance, time lags or minimal response
displacements, the piston is always in contact with the viscous liquid,
the damping force is a function of velocity and temperature only.

(c) Reaction not only in emergency cases, but as well to general
operational vibrations.

(d) High resistance to shock loads when input velocities are very high.

(e) Return to normal operation after an emergency case without any time
loss or recovery period.

(f) Even if the load limits are exceeded, the viscous dampers will return
to normal operation again after a brief regeneration period during
which the damping liquid and the damper piston will reestablish their
contact, so the dampers do not need to be replaced.

(g) No maintenance requirements since GERB viscous dampers have a simple
design without seals and guides and since their damping liquid is
resistant to aging.
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The GERB pipework viscous dampers are suitable restraints not only against
earthquake. Recent tests by ANCO /3/ have shown that dampers can also
provide efficient protection of pipes against dynamic loads due to water
hammering effects. Their performance is at least as good as that of rigid
struts and is much better than having no restraints at all. These dampers
will really be beneficial in any design requiring water hammer recognition
/3/

Load capacities of the GERB pipework dampers are given in Table 2. If {F} =
{Fx F F Z}

T is the vector of the actual damping forces with its components
corresponding to the motion of the piston in three orthogonal directions,
the absolute value F = (F+F + F ) should not exceed the nominal load FRthe absolute value F = (Fx+F +Fz)
specified in the GERB data sheets.specified

The pipework viscous dampers must always be installed vertically as shown
in Fig. 4, wherever possible at the location of the greatest pipework or
component deflections, in order to achieve maximum damping forces. The
dampers react in all degrees of freedom, e.g. to loads in any direction,
not only parallel to the vertical damper axis. The damper piston is usually
in central position when delivered, but it may be arranged for installation
with a certain eccentricity to accomodate larger unilateral heat expansion,
so that the piston reaches approximately central position during operation.

The operating temperature of the GERB viscous dampers as defined before
should not be exceeded for long periods of time. Therefore it is necessary
that:

(a) the heat transmission from the hot pipeline or component to the damper
at the operating temperature is limited by a corresponding clamp
assembly and adaptors of suitable shape and length,

(b) the dampers get screened against thermal radiation and heat convection
from neighboring pipelines and components.

Connections of the dampers to the pipeworks and to the building structures
have to be designed such that the dampers are able to follow pipework
motions over their full range and in all directions.

4. SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF PIPING SYSTEMS WITH VISCOUS DAMPERS

In general, piping systems are spatial multi-span systems supported at
severa locations. For seismic analysis they are usually modelled by
straight or curved pipe finite elements, by beams or by rigid elements to
simulate their dynamic interaction with connected components (pumps,
valves, etc.) and by boundary elements to describe the support conditions.
The actual piping systems may have major nonlinearities and inelastic
response characteristics. Therefore, their seismic analysis, especially
when supported by dashpots, presents a serious research and practical
problem /4,5/.

The differential equation of motion of such finite element system can be
written in the well-known matrix form

[M] {q} + [C] {q} + [K] {q} = {F} - {R} (4)
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where [M], [C], and [K] are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices
respectively, {q} - the vector of nodal displacements, {F} - the vector of
external nodal forces, and {R} - the vector of nonlinear internal forces
and nonlinear reactions in the supports. It should be noted that the matrix
[C] represents only internal pipe damping, not damping caused by viscous
dampers. When taking for simplicity only the frequency-dependent reactions
in the viscous dampers into account, one can obtain

= [C]D {q} (5;

or

= [K]D {q} (6)

in which [C]D and [K]Q are the frequency-dependent damping and
pseudo-stiffness matrix of dampers, respectively. Reactions in the dampers
may occur only when the system is subjected to dynamic time-dependent
loads. Static response of such a system may be assumed as linear and
obtained separately from usual linear static analysis. Results of both
linear static and nonlinear dynamic analyses may then be superposed
linearly. When a uniform seismic excitation is considered at all supports
of the piping system,

{F} = - [M] {ug} (7)

where {ii } = {u (t) u' (t) u (t)}T is the vector of support acceleration
time-histories and [p] - the matrix of direction cosines.

Newmark's /3-method or Wilson's 8-method can be used for direct numerical
integration of Eq. 4. Using, for example, the first one, one can obtain

1 1
([K] + [C] + [M]) {q(t+At)} = {F(t+At} - {R(t+fit)} +

2/3At

1
[M] (( —

2/3
(8)

[C] ( ( — -
4/3

1
(—
2/3

whereat is the constant time step. With the selected time step, the vector
{R(t+At)} can be approximated by the Taylor series. If the time step At is
small enough, the simplest approximation is

{R(t+At)} = (9)

For the current time step, Eq. 8 is integrated numerically leading, among
other values, to the displacements, velocities and accelerations of the
single nodes associated with consideration of the viscous dampers. These
data are needed to calculate the vector {R(t+At)} necessary for the
integration of the equation of motion for the next time step. In this
method, the time step t must be so small as to satisfy Eq. 9. However,
computational merits are that the matrix ([K] + (2/3At)"1[C] + (/3At2)"1[M])
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has to be decomposed only once in the same manner as in linear analysis and
that iterative computations are not required. For the internal pipe damping
matrix [C] the Rayleigh damping representation [C] = a [K] + /3 [M] may be
usually applied.

Several simplified approaches may be used for practical purposes. One
amongst them is based on the assumption that the matrix [K]p in Eq. 6 can
be approximated as frequency-independent 111. Such an assumption may be
introduced in reality only within a narrow frequency range, i.e. for the
dominant frequencies of seismic motion and seismic response which are
usually from 3 to 10 Hz. The common practice is that within such a range
only the minimum pseudo-stiffness values of the dampers corresponding to
the given enviromental temperature are introduced when the matrix [K]p is
calculated. After such approximation the original nonlinear system is
analyzed as linear and Eq. 4 may be rewritten as

[M] {q} + [C] {q} + [K]tot{q} = {F} (10)

in which [K]^ot = [K] + [K]p is the equivalent stiffness matrix of the
system including the pseudo-stiffnesses of the supporting viscous dampers.
Assuming the internal damping of the system is proportional, Eq. 10 can be
decoupled in the usual way into a system of second order simultaneous
differential equations:

{y} + 2 [^]D [fi]D {y} + [fl2]D {y} = {f} (11)

where {y} is the vector of normal co-ordinates, i.e. {q} = [$]{yK [£]
the diagonal matrix of modal damping ratios, fi - the natural circular
frequency, [$] - the modal matrix corresponding to the matrices [M] and
[K], and

{f} = [$]T{F} (12)

Eq. 11 can be solved by using the well-known Duhamel's integral. Then the
displacements, velocities and accelerations are calculated together with
the corresponding forces, moments or stresses by usual finite element
techniques. The question is how accurate and conservative is such a
solution. No%comparison of solutions with and without this simplifying
assumption have been done up to this date. But, introducing into the
analysis of the system only such damper resistances which are quaranted
minimum values for the dominant seismic frequency range and also for the
given environmental temperature, the solution should be conservative. This
is presently the main engineering justification of this approach.

Another simplification which may be used to obtain an approximate solution
of Eq.ll is the response spectrum method which is one of the most popular
methods for practical use. However, only maximum response values are
estimated by this approach which is based on the same engineering
justification as described above.

Schwahn and Delinic /6/ applied a complex modal analysis technique to
determine the dynamic response of such pipeline systems with viscous
dampers. However, practical application of their method requires to use a
special computer code, while general purpose finite element codes may be
easily used when the direct numerical integration, the non-complex modal
superposition or the response spectrum approaches are applied.
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5. GERB PIPEWORK VISCOUS DAMPERS IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANT MOCHOVCE, SLOVAKIA

One of the first application of these dampers was performed several years
ago for the W E R 440/213 type primary loop systems in Mochovce, Slovakia
(Fig. 5). The following three different alternatives were analyzed at that
time:

- the primary loop without any special shock restraints,
- the same system restrained by the GERB pipework viscous dampers
as shown in Fig. 5,

- the same system restrained by the conventional snubbers at the same
locations as dampers.

The main results of this comparative calculation performed in 1983 by means
of the computer program SAP IV can be summarized as follows 111:

(a) The unprotected primary loop offers only little seismic resistance
moving horizontally as a cantilever with the great mass of the steam
generator at its free end, fixed only into the reactor, practically
without any lateral supports.

(b) Significant differences between the unprotected primary loop and the
same loop equiped with pipework dampers are obvious by comparison of
their natural frequencies given in Table 3. Introducing high damping
concentrated only into several locations at which dampers are attached
to the system, its natural frequencies and mode shapes are dramatically
shifted and modified.

(c) GERB pipework dampers have a more pronounced effect on the system
response reducing peak moments, forces and stresses two or more times
more than snubbers due to their superior dynamic characteristics.

The nuclear power plant Mochovce has four blocks of the Soviet type reactor
W E R 440/213 with six primary loops per block. All these loops are equiped
with GERB viscous dampers. Several important details of their installation
on these loops are shown in Fig. 6 111. The GERB dampers are used here also
for earthquake and shock protection of several other safety-related hot
pipelines and components. The Mochovce plant is located in the southern
part of Slovakia and its safe-shutdown earthquake was determined more than
ten years ago at only 6° MSK-64. But such a low intensity was probably an
underestimation at that time. Today it is perhaps better estimated at about
7° MSK-64 with the peak ground acceleration at least 0.1 g. Therefore, the
safety-related systems and structures of this plant should be seismically
requalified during the final contruction phase before its licensing. It is
belived that due to a great primary conservatism of the original design of
these viscous dampers their total number and locations will remain the same
for all these primary loops even when subjected to approximately twice
higher seismic excitation than originally accounted.

6. FURTHER APPLICATIONS OG GERB PIPEWORK DAMPERS IN CZECH AND SLOVAK
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

SKODA used the GERB viscous pipework dampers VES also in the oldest nuclear
power plant VI in Jaslovske Bohunice equiped with the W E R 440/230 type
reactors. These dampers have been used here for seismic protection of
safety-related hot pipelines and other components, mostly only within the
primary circuit system /8/. This atomic power plant was originally designed
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and constructed more than 15 years ago practically without seismic analyses
and qualifications. The current safe-shutdown earthquake is now estimated
for of this area about 8° MSK-64 with the peak ground acceleration 0.25 g.
Consequently, its seismic upgrading has now become a very urgent problem.
Presently only the first part of upgrading works which refers to mechanical
components of the primary circuit systems has been completed. GERB viscous
dampers are applied here in the same or similar manner as in Mochovce (Fig.
7 and 8). Due to much higher seismic hazard in Jaslovske Bohunice, the
total number and also capacities of the dampers used here are much higher
than those used for similar primary loops in Mochovce.

Installation of the GERB viscous dampers VES-100 under the steam generator
on the plant VI in their initiate state before operation is considerable in
detail from Fig. 9. One can recognize that the pistons of these dampers are
horizontally shifted contrary to their outer boxes to compensate expected
thermal displacements under normal operation conditions.

An another application of these dampers is shown in Fig. 10 where they are
used as new additional lateral supports in the upper part of the WER
440/230 type pressurizer. In this case it was recognized that the anchorage
of this heavy and seismically sensitive component into the bottom concrete
floor is unsufficient. The proposed and realized additional lateral damper
support does not restraint thermal expansions of the pressurizer /8/.

Finally, Fig. 11 and 12 show the GERB pipework viscous dampers as seismic
restraints of the WER 1000 type steam generator and main cooling pump
which are mounted on the nuclear power plant Temelin located near the
center of Bohemia in the location of a relatively very low seismic hazard.
Originally, the Soviet designers proposed to use Soviet hydraulic snubbers
as seismic restrants for the most important pipes and components. However,
it was recognized later that such snubbers would only be a source of a lot
of troubles in future. Therefore, it has been decided to replace them by
the GERB viscous dampers.

The "Leak Before Break" (LBB) conception has been accepted to determine
design pipe break effects with these primary loop systems for all nuclear
power plants in former Czechoslovakia. It means that the support reactions
of these loops caused by pipe break loads are minimized and, therefore,
pipework visous dampers may be used instead conventional snubbers. This is
a very important practical statement.

7. CONCLUSION

GERB viscous pipework dampers are excellent devices to reduce rapid dynamic
movements of hot pipelines and other mechanical components without their
any major resistance to slow temperature induced displacements. At the same
time, they are simple and inexpensive. Furthermore, especially because of
their using in nuclear power plants, it is very important that they do not
require any maintenance, which is presently a great technical and financial
problem with conventional snubbers. The number of mechanical and also
hydraulic snubbers is now drastically decreasing in many western nuclear
power plants because of their non-negligible probability of failures and
excessive maintenance costs 111. Such serious failures, which have occured
in several nuclear power plants with snubbers, could probably have been
avoided when viscous dampers are used.
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These elements have been approved in Germany for using as standard elements
in nuclear power plants. This permit has been accepted also for plants in
Czech and Slovak Republics. Several additional tests of these dampers have
been elaborated recently by SKODA. Results are in a good agreement with the
original GERB data /9,10/.
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Table 1 Temperature limits of the GERB pipework viscous
dampers

Damping liquid Temperature Temperature
dependent independent

Ambient temperature
for a short time
Operating temperature
measured inside the
damping liquid
Flash point
Ignition point

0
up
5

to
to
to

80
150
80

at
at

°C
°C
°C

least
least

-40
up
up

250°C
400°C

to
to
to

130°C
150°C
130°C
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Table 2 GERB pipework viscous dampers - dynamic load
capacities

Loading state Number of permissible Load capacity

Emergency load 100
25

Faulted load 1
Fatigue limit (steel) 3 x 105

Service life 40 years

1.33 x F
i.5o
1.70 x F'.
o.8o x F:

n
•n

n

Note: The nominal load Fn is the maximum damping fo:
specified for each* size of damper in GERB dat.
sheets 12!.

orce
a

Table 3 Primary loop system of the W S R 440/213 type
reactor - natural frequencies (NPP Mochovce)

Number No shock restraints GERB pipework dampers
/Hz/ /Hz/

1
2
3

0.38
1.43
2.50
3.14

4.27
5.52
5.62
7.01

Note: Higher natural frequencies, when GERB dampers
are used, are due to the high damping effect
of the dampers concentrated at discrete nodes.

Fig. 1 Typical pipework viscous damper
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Dampfungswiderstand horizontal (kNs/m) Typo VES

Fig. 2 GERB viscous damper VES-50
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Fig. 3 Damping resistance of GERB pipework viscous dampers
as a function of frequency
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Fig. 4 Typical installation details of pipework dampers
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Fig. 5 Primary loop system of the WER 440/230 reactor type
restrained by the GERB pipework dampers (NPP Mochovce)
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Fig. 6 GERB pipework dampers on the W E R 440/213 type primary loop
system - selected constructional details (NPP Mochovce)

a) the main cooling pump (3xVES-30)
b) the steam generator (4xVES-100)
c) fixation near the primary stop valves (2x2xVSS-20)

Fie. 7 Viscous dampers VES under the W E R 440/230 type steam generator
((4+4)xVES-100, NP? VI Jasiovske Bohunicej
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Fig. 8 Viscous dampers VES under the W E R 440/230 type main cooling pump
(3xVSS-75, NPP VI Jaslovske Bohunice)

Fig. 9 Detail view of the VES-100 type viscous dampers under the
W E R 440/230 steam generator (NP? VI Jaslovske Bohunice)
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GERB VISCOUS DAMPERS 3x2xVES-100

I

o
u

SPECIAL STEEL SLEEVE

Fig. 10 Viscous dampers VES as lateral seismic restraints at the upper part
of the WER 440/230 type pressurizer (6xVES-100, NPP VI Jaslovske
Bohunice)

VIEW A-A
N (2+2)xVES-100 (2+2)xVES-100

V

\

Fig. 11 Viscous dampers VES as seismic restraints of the WER 1000 type
steam generator (8xVES-100, NPP Temelin)
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2xVES-100

3xVES-75

VIEW A

Fiq 12 Viscous dampers VES as seismic restraints of the WER 1000 type
main cooling pump (2xVES-100+3xVES-75f NPP Temelin)
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